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VÍDEO: https://youtu.be/fVAY6RMbnks
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Choose the correct verb from the list below to complete the following sentences. Put the
verb in the past perfect tense (had & past participle).

Start – fly – change - go

1. When I got to the house, Mary wasn’t there. She ______________ already
_______________.

2. I didn’t recognize my old classmate because she _________________ so much.

3. We were late for the show last night. By the time we got to the theater, the movie
______________________ already ____________________.

4. Yesterday I went on my first plane trip. I was very nervous because I
_________________ never _________________ before.

had
left

had changed

had started

had flown



Preencha as lacunas com o PAST PERFECT dos verbos entre parênteses.
a) We ________________________________ (sleep) for 12 hours when he 
woke us up.
b) They ________________________________ (wait) at the station for 90 
minutes when the train finally arrived.
c) We ________________________________ (look for) her ring for two hours 
and then we found it in the bathroom.
d) I ________________________________ (walk) for a long time, when it 
suddenly began to rain.
e) How long ___________________________ (learn / she) English before she 
went to London?
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had slept

had waited

had looked for

had walked

had learned
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PREENCHA A TABELA SOBRE O PAST
PERFECT DA LÍNGUA INGLESA:

PAST PERFECT

ESTRUTURA

USO

EQUIVALÊNCIA NO 
PORTUGUÊS
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VÍDEO: https://youtu.be/SZj0cgtfjCM



1) Identifique o RELATIVE PRONOUN e seu referente em cada
oração:

A. This is the boy who had an accident.
B. Yesterday I saw a car which was really old.
C. Mandy is the girl whom I met on Friday.
D. I haven't seen Frank, whose brother is five, for a long time now.
E. The robber stole the cat that the lady fed every day.
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2) Completar com WHO, WHOM, WHICH, WHOSE ou THAT:
a) Thank you very much for your e-mail _____________ was very

interesting.
b) The man, ____________father is a professor, forgot his

umbrella.
c) The children, ___________ we saw, shouted in the street.
d) The truck _____________driver is a young man is from Ireland.
e) What did you do with the money__________ your mother lent

you?
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No inglês ainda conta com outros pronomes relativos, porém com
sentido e ocorrências mais específicas. Informe a ideia expressa pelos
pronomes a seguir:

A) WHERE:

B) WHEN:

C) WHAT:

D) HOW:
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